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GogoMash is a lightweight non-linear A/V 
editor – designed for branded microsites 
to use as a video mash up tool.  

The front end is a Flash application that 
can be easily branded and embedded in 
a website.

Editor can be fully skinned with images.

All source assets are supplied by the site 
and approved as brand-appropriate.

Uses web-standard video dimensions: 
320x240.

Users drag assets to timeline to mix 
them together.

Users can mix video, audio, text, images, 
and stock effects.

Editor includes a user submitted gallery 
and has an option for a contest or 
sweepstakes.

Timeline and volume controls.

Saving a mashup submits it to the 
gallery.  Registration required.

Users can include brand-appropriate 
video and adjust cue points.

Images can be included in video track.

Edit feature exposes interface that allows 
users to adjust video properties: color 
levels, brightness, contrast etc.  

Basic video overlay effects: e.g. 
night-vision or sepia tone.  Users can 
adjust effect intensity.

Text can be overlaid onto video.  Users 
can contribute text.  All text can be 
viewed with gogomash administrative 
interface.  Option for client to approve 
text before mash up it goes public.

Basic text properties (font, color, 
placement) can be adjusted.

Two channels of audio can be mixed 
together.  Audio waveforms displayed 
inline.

Users can edit basic audio properties on 
each clip: volume, pan.
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Annotations



GoGoMash- Mashup Gallery
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Embed

Users save their compiled 
mashups to the gallery.  

Users can drive traffic to their 
mashup via email or link.

Users can use and embed 
code to place their mashup in 
social media.

Saved clips can be sorted by 
date or popularity.  If contest 
provided, the winning 
mashups can be shown as 
well.

Users can comment on 
videos.  Registration 
required.
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1Mashup Gallery Contest

Mashup Window

Email LinkMake A New Mashup

Date Popular Winner

Speed Buggy
Created By: Speed Buggy
Date: 1-28-08
Rating: ****    Views: 5,843

Speed Buggy
Created By: Speed Buggy
Date: 1-28-08
Rating: ****    Views: 5,843

Speed Buggy
Created By: Speed Buggy
Date: 1-28-08
Rating: ****    Views: 5,843

Speed Buggy
Created By: Speed Buggy
Date: 1-28-08
Rating: ****    Views: 5,843

1-28-08 -  Baha 4wheels writes
Everyone makes mistakes. The trick is to make mistakes when
nobody is looking.

1-28-08 - Baha 4wheels writes
I used to have an open mind but my brains kept falling out.

1-28-08 - Baha 4wheels writes
 I couldn't repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.

1-28-08 - Baha 4wheels writes
You know the speed of light, so what's the speed of dark.

Submit

Name: Sandinyerface

Comment:  When everything's coming your way, you're 
in the wrong lane.
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When users embed – it is 
played using the gogomash 
videoplayer using intuitive 
controls.

Player has option to show 
pre-roll or post-roll ads.  
Overlay ads also possible.  
Ads may require custom 
integration work.

Player can also show client 
branding in mark overlayed 
on video.

Overlays user name and title 
– fostering brand advocacy

Viewers can spread widget 
virally.
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“On at Dawn”
A Speed Buggy Mashup

by xuser571

Share00:00

GoGoMash- Mashup Widget
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Interface overlayed over 
video for light-touch interac-
tion.

End of play encourages 
users social network to 
further interact: spreading the 
mash up, making their own, 
leaving comments, or ratings.

Shows total views and 
ratings.
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Share00:00

Views: 23, 000345

Ratings:

Rate It

Comment

Make Your Own

Take it with you

GoGoMash- Mashup Widget
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Interface overlayed over 
video for light-touch interac-
tion.

Users can comment in the 
player.  Comments go back 
to the microsite.

Some development required 
to authenticate with account 
from parent site.
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Comment:  

Username

Password

Your IGN Account will work here:

Register @ Buggy.com

SubmitCancel
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Interface overlayed over 
video for light-touch interac-
tion.

Drive users to microsite.

Show comments inline.

Click to replay.
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More

Make Yours

Other Mashups

Other Comments

You Said:

Sandinyerface

Comment:  When everything's coming your way, 
you're in the wrong lane.
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